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Latter-day Saints 2022-04-22 After decades of opposition, the Latter-day Saints have dedicated the Salt Lake
Temple, a mighty symbol of their industry and faith. Now, with a new century on the horizon, the Saints are
optimistic about the future and ready to spread the Savior’s message of peace across the globe. But the
world is rapidly changing. Advances in transportation and communication allow people and information to
cross vast distances in record time. And young people are venturing far from home as never before, seeking
educational and professional opportunities their parents and grandparents could hardly imagine. As the
Church begins to take root in Europe, South America, and Asia, the Saints rejoice in the rise of the global
Church. Yet many are wary of the challenges the changing world poses to the cause of Zion. While the
promise of the new century is bright, it comes with dire economic hardships, brutal global wars, and other
unprecedented trials. Boldly, Nobly, and Independent is the third book in Saints, a new, four-volume
narrative history of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. Fast-paced, meticulously researched, and
written under the direction of the First Presidency, Saints recounts true stories of Latter-day Saints across the
globe and answers the Lord’s call to write a history “for the good of the Church, and for the rising
generations” (Doctrine and Covenants 69:8).
Revelations in Context The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints 2017-08-16 This book contains stories
told from the point of view of those who experienced the revelations in the Doctrine and Covenants, giving
us insight into their meaning. While the section headings provide context for the revelations, they don’t tell
the complete story. What questions prompted the revelations? What did the Lord’s responses mean to those
He addressed? How did they respond? Perfect for study with the Doctrine and Covenants.
Settling the Valley, Proclaiming the Gospel Reid L. Neilson 2017-02-01 The Mormons had just arrived in
Utah after their 1,300-mile exodus across the Great Plains and over the Rocky Mountains. Food was scarce,
the climate shocking in its extremes, and local Indian bands uneasy. Despite the challenges, Brigham Young
and his counselors in the First Presidency sent church members out to establish footholds throughout the
Great Basin. But the church leaders felt they had a commission to do more than simply establish Zion in the
wilderness; they had to invite the nations to come up to "the mountain of the Lord's house." In these critical
early years, when survival in Utah was precarious, missionaries were sent to every inhabited continent. The
14 general epistles, sent out from the First Presidency from 1849 to 1856, provide invaluable perspectives on
the events of Mormon history as they unfolded during this complex transitional time. Woven into each epistle
are missionary calls and reports from the ﬁeld, giving the Mormons a glimpse of the wider world far beyond
their isolated home. At times, the epistles are a surprising mixture of soaring doctrinal expositions and
mundane lists of items needed in Salt Lake City, such as shoe leather and nails. Settling the Valley,
Proclaiming the Gospel collects the 14 general epistles, with introductions that provide historical, religious,
and environmental contexts for the letters, including how they ﬁt into the Christian epistolary tradition by
which they were inspired.
The Mormon Jesus John G. Turner 2016-04-25 For two centuries, Jesus has connected the Latter-day Saints to
broader currents of Christianity, even while particular Mormon beliefs have been points of diﬀerentiation.
From the author of the deﬁnitive life of Brigham Young comes a biography of the Mormon Jesus that enriches
our understanding of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints.
Defender Quentin Thomas Wells 2016-11-21 Defender is the ﬁrst and only scholarly biography of Daniel H.

A Companion to American Religious History Benjamin E. Park 2021-01-26 A collection of original essays
exploring the history of the various American religious traditions and the meaning of their many expressions
The Blackwell Companion to American Religious History explores the key events, signiﬁcant themes, and
important movements in various religious traditions throughout the nation’s history from pre-colonization to
the present day. Original essays written by leading scholars and new voices in the ﬁeld discuss how religion
in America has transformed over the years, explore its many expressions and meanings, and consider
religion’s central role in American life. Emphasizing the integration of religion into broader cultural and
historical themes, this wide-ranging volume explores the operation of religion in eras of historical change,
the diversity of religious experiences, and religion’s intersections with American cultural, political, social,
racial, gender, and intellectual history. Each chronologically-organized chapter focuses on a speciﬁc period or
event, such as the interactions between Moravian and Indigenous communities, the origins of AfricanAmerican religious institutions, Mormon settlement in Utah, social reform movements during the twentieth
century, the growth of ethnic religious communities, and the rise of the Religious Right. An innovative
historical genealogy of American religious traditions, the Companion: Highlights broader historical themes
using clear and compelling narrative Helps teachers expose their students to the signiﬁcance and variety of
America’s religious past Explains new and revisionist interpretations of American religious history Surveys
current and emerging historiographical trends Traces historical themes to contemporary issues surrounding
civil rights and social justice movements, modern capitalism, and debates over religious liberties Making the
lessons of American religious history relevant to a broad range of readers, The Blackwell Companion to
American Religious History is the perfect book for advanced undergraduate and graduate students in
American history courses, and a valuable resource for graduate students and scholars wanting to keep pace
with current historiographical trends and recent developments in the ﬁeld.
Documents Dean C. Jessee 2013 "Volume 2-July 1831-January 1833, opens in the summer of 1831 with the
designation of Jackson County, Missouri, as the location of Zion and follows a period of administrative growth
and doctrinal development in the church Joseph Smith founded. The volume contains revelations,
correspondence, minutes of meetings in which Joseph Smith participated, and licenses provided to church
oﬃcers. It documents the creation of the United Firm, the decision to print Joseph Smith s revelations, and
the ﬁrst meeting of the School of the Prophets. The volume also illuminates Joseph Smith s family life through
two poignant letters from Joseph to his wife Emma"--Amazon.com.
William B. Smith Kyle R. Walker 2015-06-04 2016 Best Biography Award, John Whitmer Historical Association
Younger brother of Joseph Smith, a member of the Quorum of the Twelve Apostles, and Church Patriarch for
a time, William Smith had tumultuous yet devoted relationships with Joseph, his fellow members of the
Twelve, and the LDS and RLDS (Community of Christ) churches. Walker's imposing biography examines not
only William's complex life in detail, but also sheds additional light on the family dynamics of Joseph and
Lucy Mack Smith, as well as the turbulent intersections between the LDS and RLDS churches. William B.
Smith: In the Shadow of a Prophet is a vital contribution to Mormon history in both the LDS and RLDS
traditions.
Saints: The Story of the Church of Jesus Christ in the Latter Days, Volume 3 The Church of Jesus Christ of
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Wells, one of the important yet historically neglected leaders among the nineteenth-century
Mormons—leaders like Heber C. Kimball, George Q. Cannon, and Jedediah M. Grant. An adult convert to the
Mormon faith during the Mormons’ Nauvoo period, Wells developed relationships with men at the highest
levels of the church hierarchy, emigrated to Utah with the Mormon pioneers, and served in a series of
inﬂuential posts in both church and state. Wells was known especially as a military leader in both Nauvoo
and Utah—he led the territorial militia in four Indian conﬂicts and a confrontation with the US Army (the Utah
War). But he was also the territorial attorney general and obtained title to all the land in Salt Lake City from
the federal government during his tenure as the mayor of Salt Lake City. He was Second Counselor to
Brigham Young in the LDS Church's First Presidency and twice served as president of the Mormon European
mission. Among these and other accomplishments, he ran businesses in lumbering, coal mining,
manufacturing, and gas production; developed roads, ferries, railroads, and public buildings; and presided
over a family of seven wives and thirty-seven children. Wells witnessed and inﬂuenced a wide range of
consequential events that shaped the culture, politics, and society of Utah in the latter half of the nineteenth
century. Using research from relevant collections, sources in public records, references to Wells in the Joseph
Smith papers, other contemporaneous journals and letters, and the writings of Brigham Young, Quentin
Thomas Wells has created a serious and signiﬁcant contribution to Mormon history scholarship.
In the Wake of Lewis and Clark Larry E. Morris 2018-12-28 This book tells the compelling story of how
Thomas Jeﬀerson’s vision of a sea-to-sea empire gave rise to the Lewis and Clark Expedition, which in turn
accelerated Westward expansion through mountaineers like Colter and Fitzpatrick, businessmen like Astor
and Ashley, soldiers like Fremont and Kearny, and politicians like Floyd and Benton.
Saints: The Story of the Church of Jesus Christ in the Latter Days The Church of Jesus Christ of Latterday Saints 2018-09-04 In 1820, a young farm boy in search of truth has a vision of God the Father and Jesus
Christ. Three years later, an angel guides him to an ancient record buried in a hill near his home. With God’s
help, he translates the record and organizes the Savior’s church in the latter days. Soon others join him,
accepting the invitation to become Saints through the Atonement of Jesus Christ. But opposition and violence
follow those who defy old traditions to embrace restored truths. The women and men who join the church
must choose whether or not they will stay true to their covenants, establish Zion, and proclaim the gospel to
a troubled world. The Standard of Truth is the ﬁrst book in Saints, a new, four-volume narrative history of The
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. Fast-paced, meticulously researched, Saints recounts true stories
of Latter-day Saints across the globe and answers the Lord’s call to write history “for the good of the church,
and for the rising generations” (Doctrine and Covenants 69:8).
Interpreter: A Journal of Mormon Scripture, Volume 24 (2017) Daniel C. Peterson 2017-06-26 This is
volume 24 of Interpreter: A Journal of Mormon Scripture published by The Interpreter Foundation. It contains
articles on a variety of topics including: "Looking Back, Almost Five Years On," "Deuteronomy 17:14–20 as
Criteria for Book of Mormon Kingship," "Meeting Zoram," "Seers and Stones: The Translation of the Book of
Mormon as Divine Visions of an Old-Time Seer," "Bare Record: The Nephite Archivist, The Record of Records,
and the Book of Mormon Provenance," and "'By the Blood Ye Are Sanctiﬁed': The Symbolic, Salviﬁc,
Interrelated, Additive, Retrospective, and Anticipatory Nature of the Ordinances of Spiritual Rebirth in John 3
and Moses 6."
Kingdom of Nauvoo: The Rise and Fall of a Religious Empire on the American Frontier Benjamin E.
Park 2020-02-25 An extraordinary story of faith and violence in nineteenth-century America, based on
previously conﬁdential documents from the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. Compared to the
Puritans, Mormons have rarely gotten their due, treated as fringe cultists at best or marginalized as
polygamists unworthy of serious examination at worst. In Kingdom of Nauvoo, the historian Benjamin E. Park
excavates the brief life of a lost Mormon city, and in the process demonstrates that the Mormons are, in fact,
essential to understanding American history writ large. Drawing on newly available sources from the LDS
Church—sources that had been kept unseen in Church archives for 150 years—Park recreates one of the
most dramatic episodes of the 19th century frontier. Founded in Western Illinois in 1839 by the Mormon
prophet Joseph Smith and his followers, Nauvoo initially served as a haven from mob attacks the Mormons
had endured in neighboring Missouri, where, in one incident, seventeen men, women, and children were
massacred, and where the governor declared that all Mormons should be exterminated. In the relative safety
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of Nauvoo, situated on a hill and protected on three sides by the Mississippi River, the industrious Mormons
quickly built a religious empire; at its peak, the city surpassed Chicago in population, with more than 12,000
inhabitants. The Mormons founded their own army, with Smith as its general; established their own courts;
and went so far as to write their own constitution, in which they declared that there could be no separation of
church and state, and that the world was to be ruled by Mormon priests. This experiment in religious utopia,
however, began to unravel when gentiles in the countryside around Nauvoo heard rumors of a new Mormon
marital practice. More than any previous work, Kingdom of Nauvoo pieces together the haphazard and
surprising emergence of Mormon polygamy, and reveals that most Mormons were not participants
themselves, though they too heard the rumors, which said that Joseph Smith and other married Church
oﬃcials had been “sealed” to multiple women. Evidence of polygamy soon became undeniable, and nonMormons reacted with horror, as did many Mormons—including Joseph Smith’s ﬁrst wife, Emma Smith, a
strong-willed woman who resisted the strictures of her deeply patriarchal community and attempted to save
her Church, and family, even when it meant opposing her husband and prophet. A raucous, violent,
character-driven story, Kingdom of Nauvoo raises many of the central questions of American history, and
even serves as a parable for the American present. How far does religious freedom extend? Can religious and
other minority groups survive in a democracy where the majority dictates the law of the land? The Mormons
of Nauvoo, who initially believed in the promise of American democracy, would become its strongest critics.
Throughout his absorbing chronicle, Park shows the many ways in which the Mormons were representative of
their era, and in doing so elevates nineteenth century Mormon history into the American mainstream.
Feeding the Flock Terryl L. Givens 2017-06-01 Feeding the Flock, the second volume of Terryl L. Givens's
landmark study of the foundations of Mormon thought and practice, traces the essential contours of Mormon
practice as it developed from Joseph Smith to the present. Despite the stigmatizing fascination with its social
innovations (polygamy, communalism), its stark supernaturalism (angels, gold plates, and seer stones), and
its most esoteric aspects (a New World Garden of Eden, sacred undergarments), as well as its long-standing
outlier status among American Protestants, Givens reminds us that Mormonism remains the most enduringand thriving-product of the nineteenth-century's religious upheavals and innovations. Because Mormonism is
founded on a radically unconventional cosmology, based on unusual doctrines of human nature, deity, and
soteriology, a history of its development cannot use conventional theological categories. Givens has
structured these volumes in a way that recognizes the implicit logic of Mormon thought. The ﬁrst book,
Wrestling the Angel, centered on the theoretical foundations of Mormon thought and doctrine regarding God,
humans, and salvation. Feeding the Flock considers Mormon practice, the authority of the institution of the
church and its priesthood, forms of worship, and the function and nature of spiritual gifts in the church's
history, revealing that Mormonism is still a tradition very much in the process of formation. At once original
and provocative, engaging and learned, Givens oﬀers the most sustained account of Mormon thought and
practice yet written.
The Bible, Mormon Scripture, and the Rhetoric of Allusivity J. Frederick 2016-05-05 This book examines
Mormon scripture through the lens of biblical intertextuality in an attempt to further understand Joseph
Smith’s usage of the Bible. In order to provide the depth necessary for such a study, this book examines only
the Prologue of the Gospel of John as it appears in Mormon scripture.
Interpreter: A Journal of Mormon Scripture, Volume 14 (2015) Daniel C. Peterson 2015-05-24 This is volume
14 (2015) of Interpreter: A Journal of Mormon Scripture published by The Interpreter Foundation. It contains
articles on a variety of topics including "Sustaining the Brethren," "Who Was Sherem," "Whoso Forbiddeth to
Abstain from Meats," "Where in Cincinnati Was the Third Edition of the Book of Mormon Printed?" "Celestial
Visits in the Scriptures, and a Plausible Mesoamerican Tradition," "Father is a Man: The Remarkable Mention
of the name Abish in Alma 19:16 and Its Narrative Context," "A Redemptive Reading of Mark 5:25-34,"
"Restoring the Original Text of the Book of Mormon," "The Implications of Past-Tense Syntax in the Book of
Mormon," "Reﬂections of Urim: Hebrew Poetry Sheds Light on the Directors-Interpreters Mystery," "John L.
Sorenson's Complete Legacy: Reviewing Mormon's Codex," "Lehi the Smelter: New Light on Lehi's
Profession," and "Place of Crushing: The Literary Function of Heshlon in Ether 13:25-31."
First Vision Steven C. Harper 2019 This is the biography of a contested memory, how it was born, grew,
changed the world, and was changed by it. It's the story of the story of how the Church of Jesus Christ of
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Latter-day Saints began. Joseph Smith, the church's founder, remembered that his ﬁrst audible prayer,
uttered inspring of 1820 when he was about fourteen, was answered with a vision of heavenly beings.
Appearing to the boy in the woods near his parents' home in western New York State, they told Smith that he
was forgiven and warned him that Christianity had gone astray. Smith created a rich and controversial
historical record by narrating and documenting this event repeatedly. In First Vision, Steven Harper shows
how Latter-day Saints (beginning with Joseph Smith) and others have remembered this experience and
rendered it meaningful. When and why and how did JosephSmith's ﬁrst vision, as saints know the event,
become their seminal story? What challenges did it face along the way? What changes did it undergo as a
result? Can it possibly hold its privileged position against the tides of doubt and disbelief, memory studies,
and source criticism - all in theinformation age? Steven Harper tells the story of how Latter-day Saints forgot
and then remembered accounts of Smith's experience and how Smith's 1838 account was redacted and
canonized. He explores the dissonance many saints experienced after discovering multiple accounts of
Smith's experience. Hedescribes how, for many, the dissonance has been resolved by a reshaped collective
memory.
Treasury of Latter-Day Saint Letters, A Larry E. Morris 2017-10-23 What did David O. McKay say about the
theory of evolution, or George Albert Smith about Saints thinking for themselves? Why did Relief Society
president Eliza R. Snow and others write a heartfelt letter of appreciation to the governor of the Utah
territory? With ﬁfteen new letters, this revised edition of A Treasury of Latter-day Saint Letters answers these
and other intriguing questions through the words of early Church ﬁgures, from apostles to Joseph Smith's
relatives. Historian Larry Morris, formerly with the Ensign and the Joseph Smith Papers, explains the historical
context of each epistle and presents the text of the letter itself. Preserving the exact words and spelling of
the writer, this inspiring and thought-provoking volume oﬀers a glimpse into the personal lives and candid
feelings of a host of prominent Church members--a rare view not often seen from the pulpit or in history
books.
Interpreter: A Journal of Mormon Scripture, Volume 25 (2017) Mark J. Johnson 2017-08-18 This is volume 25
of Interpreter: A Journal of Mormon Scripture published by The Interpreter Foundation. It contains articles on
a variety of topics including: "The Life-giving “Water” of the Restoration," "Scriptures with Pictures:
Methodology, Unexamined Assumptions, and the Study of the Book of Abraham," "The Healing and Exalting
Powers of Christ Weave Together at Easter," "Looking Deeper into Joseph Smith’s First Vision: Imagery,
Cognitive Neuroscience, and the Construction of Memory," "Overcoming Obstacles: Becoming a Great
Missionary," "On Doubting Nephi’s Break Between 1 and 2 Nephi: A Critique of Joseph Spencer’s An Other
Testament: On typology," "Exploring Semitic and Egyptian in Uto-Aztecan Languages," "Joseph Smith:
Monogamist or Polygamist?," "“If Ye Will Hearken”: Lehi’s Rhetorical Wordplay on Ishmael in 2 Nephi 1:28–29
and Its Implications," "Apostate Religion in the Book of Mormon," "Understanding Jacob’s Teachings about
Plural Marriage from a Law of Moses Context," "How Joseph Smith’s Grammar Diﬀered from Book of Mormon
Grammar: Evidence from the 1832 History," "How Big A Book? Estimating the Total Surface Area of the Book
of Mormon Plates," "The Amlicites and Amalekites: Are They the Same People?," "The Book of Mormon
Versus the Consensus of Scholars: Surprises from the Disputed Longer Ending of Mark, Part 1," "The Book of
Mormon Versus the Consensus of Scholars: Surprises from the Disputed Longer Ending of Mark, Part 2."
The Joseph Smith Papers Joseph Smith (Jr.) 2021 Features ninety-six documents including Joseph Smith's
correspondence, accounts of his discourses, and his last major written revelation. The volume also features a
representative selection of his more routine documents such as deeds, ecclesiastical authorizations, and
ﬁnancial and legal records.
The Joseph Smith Papers Joseph Smith (Jr.) 2022
Doctrine and Covenants Church History Seminary Teacher Manual The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints 2014-03-27 This manual is a resource to help seminary teachers prepare lessons from the Doctrines
and Covenants and Church history. It provides 160 lessons that contain teaching suggestions, doctrines and
principles, and scripture mastery helps for daily seminary classes. It also contains 32 lessons for weekly
home-study classes that correspond to the Doctrine and Covenants and Church History Study Guide for
Home-Study Seminary Students.
What is Mormonism? Patrick Q. Mason 2017-03-27 What is Mormonism? A Student’s Introduction is an
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easy-to-read and informative overview of the religion founded by Joseph Smith in 1830. This short and lively
book covers Mormonism’s history, core beliefs, rituals, and devotional practices, as well as the impact on the
daily lives of its followers. The book focuses on the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, the Salt Lake
City-based church that is the largest and best-known expression of Mormonism, whilst also exploring lesser
known churches that claim descent from Smith’s original revelations. Designed for undergraduate religious
studies and history students, What is Mormonism? provides a reliable and easily digestible introduction to a
steadily growing religion that continues to befuddle even learned observers of American religion and culture.
Out of Obscurity John G. Turner 2016-08-01 In the years since 1945, the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints has grown rapidly in terms of both numbers and public prominence. Mormonism is no longer merely a
home-grown American religion, conﬁned to the Intermountain West; instead, it has captured the attention of
political pundits, Broadway audiences, and prospective converts around the world. While most scholarship on
Mormonism concerns its colorful but now well-known early history, the essays in this collection assess recent
developments, such as the LDS Church's international growth and acculturation; its intersection with
conservative politics in recent decades; its stances on same-sex marriage and the role of women; and its
ongoing struggle to interpret its own tumultuous history. The scholars draw on a wide variety of Mormon
voices as well as those of outsiders, from Latter-day Saints in Hyderabad, India, to "Mormon Mommy blogs,"
to evangelical "countercult" ministries.
Framing the Apocalypse Sheila C. Bibb 2019-07-22 The apocalypse’s triumph is witnessed in the arts,
literature, music, ﬁlm, TV, and digital media thereby enabling us to view the very essence of Apocalypse as a
cultural phenomenon.
Interpreter: A Journal of Mormon Scripture, Volume 20 (2016) Daniel C. Peterson 2016-07-31 This is volume
20 of Interpreter: A Journal of Mormon Scripture published by The Interpreter Foundation. It contains articles
on a variety of topics including: "Reﬂecting on the 'Marks of Jesus'," "Dating Joseph Smith’s First Nauvoo
Sealings," "A Pilgrim’s Faith," "'Idle and Slothful Strange Stories': Book of Mormon Origins and the Historical
Record," "The Scalp of Your Head: Polysemy in Alma 44:14–18," "Now That We Have the Words of Joseph
Smith, How Shall We Begin to Understand Them? Illustrations of Selected Challenges within the 21 May 1843
Discourse on 2 Peter 1," "Reading 1 Peter Intertextually With Select Passages From the Old Testament,"
"Turning to the Lord With the Whole Heart: The Doctrine of Repentance in the Bible and the Book of
Mormon," "Many Witnesses to a Marvelous Work," "Nephi’s Change of Heart," "The Ammonites Were Not
Paciﬁsts," "'O Ye Fair Ones' — Revisited," and "Beauty Way More Than Skin Deep."
The Power of Godliness Jonathan Stapley 2018-02-02 The Power of Godliness is a key work to understand
Mormon conceptions of priesthood, authority, and gender. With in-depth research and never previously used
documents, Jonathan A. Stapley explores the rituals of ordination, temple "sealings," baby blessings, healing,
and cunning-folk traditions. In doing so, he demonstrates that Mormon liturgy includes a much larger and
more complex set of ritualized acts of worship than the speciﬁc rites of initiation, instruction, and sealing that
take place within the temple walls. By exploring Mormonism's liturgy more broadly, The Power of Godliness
shows both the nuances of Mormon belief and practice, and how the Mormon ordering of heaven and earth is
not a mere philosophical or theological exercise. Stapley examines Mormonism's liturgical history to reveal a
complete religious world, incorporating women, men, and children all participating in the construction of the
Mormon universe. This book opens new possibilities for understanding the lived experiences of women and
men in the Mormon past and present, and investigates what work these rituals and ritualized acts actually
performed in the communities that carried them out. By tracing the development of the rituals and the work
they accomplish, The Power of Godliness sheds important new light on the Mormon universe, its complex
priesthoods, authorities, and powers.
Brigham Young and the Expansion of the Mormon Faith Thomas G. Alexander 2019-05-02 As president of the
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints and Utah’s ﬁrst territorial governor, Brigham Young (1801–77)
shaped a religion, a migration, and the American West. He led the Saints to Utah, guided the establishment
of 350 settlements, and inspired the Mormons as they weathered unimaginable trials and hardships.
Although he generally succeeded, some decisions, especially those regarding the Mormon Reformation and
the Black Hawk War, were less than sound. In this new biography, historian Thomas G. Alexander draws on a
lifetime of research to provide an evenhanded view of Young and his leadership. Following the murder in
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1844 of church founder Joseph Smith, Young bore a heavy responsibility: ensuring the survival and expansion
of the church and its people. Alexander focuses on Young’s leadership, his ﬁnancial dealings, his relations
with non-Mormons, his families, and his own deep religious conviction. Brigham Young and the Expansion of
the Mormon Faith addresses such controversial issues as the practice of polygamy (Young himself had ﬁftyﬁve wives), relations and conﬂicts between Mormons and Indians, and the circumstances and aftermath of
the horriﬁc events of Mountain Meadows in 1857. Although Young might have done better, Alexander argues
that he bore no direct responsibility for the tragedy. Young relied on the counsel of his associates, and at
times, the Mormon people pushed back to prevent him from implementing changes. In some cases, such as
polygamy and the doctrine of blood atonement, the church leadership eventually rejected his views. Yet on
the whole, Brigham Young emerges as a multifaceted human ﬁgure, and as a prophet revered by millions of
LDS members, an inspired leader who successfully led his people to a distant land where their community
expanded and ﬂourished.
Terrible Revolution Christopher James Blythe 2020-06-17 The relationship between early Mormons and the
United States was marked by anxiety and hostility, heightened over the course of the nineteenth century by
the assassination of Mormon leaders, the Saints' exile from Missouri and Illinois, the military occupation of
the Utah territory, and the national crusade against those who practiced plural marriage. Nineteenth-century
Latter-day Saints looked forward to apocalyptic events that would unseat corrupt governments across the
globe, particularly the tyrannical government of the United States. The infamous "White Horse Prophecy"
referred to this coming American apocalypse as "a terrible revolutionEL in the land of America, such as has
never been seen before; for the land will be literally left without a supreme government." Mormons
envisioned divine deliverance by way of plagues, natural disasters, foreign invasions, American Indian raids,
slave uprisings, or civil war unleashed on American cities and American people. For the Saints, these violent
images promised a national rebirth that would vouchsafe the protections of the United States Constitution
and end their oppression. In Terrible Revolution, Christopher James Blythe examines apocalypticism across
the history of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, particularly as it took shape in the writings and
visions of the laity. The responses of the church hierarchy to apocalyptic lay prophecies promoted their own
form of separatist nationalism during the nineteenth century. Yet, after Utah obtained statehood, as the
church sought to assimilate to national religious norms, these same leaders sought to lessen the tensions
between themselves and American political and cultural powers. As a result, visions of a violent end to the
nation became a liability to disavow and regulate. Ultimately, Blythe argues that the visionary world of early
Mormonism, with its apocalyptic emphases, continued in the church's mainstream culture in modiﬁed forms
but continued to maintain separatist radical forms at the level of folk-belief.
Method Inﬁnite: Freemasonry and the Mormon Restoration Cheryl L. Bruno 2022-08-09 While no one
thing can entirely explain the rise of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, the historical inﬂuence
of Freemasonry on this religious tradition cannot be refuted. Those who study Mormonism have been aware
of the impact that Freemasonry had on the founding prophet Joseph Smith during the Nauvoo period, but his
involvement in Freemasonry was arguably earlier and broader than many modern historians have admitted.
The fact that the most obvious vestiges of Freemasonry are evident only in the more esoteric aspects of the
Mormon faith has made it diﬃcult to recognize, let alone fully grasp, the relevant issues. Even those with
both Mormon and Masonic experience may not be versed in the nineteenth-century versions of Masonry's
rituals, legends, and practices. Without this specialized background, it is easy to miss the Masonic
signiﬁcance of numerous early Mormon ordinances, scripture, and doctrines. Method Inﬁnite: Freemasonry
and the Mormon Restoration oﬀers a fresh perspective on the Masonic thread present in Mormonism from its
earliest days. Smith's ﬁrsthand knowledge of and experience with both Masonry and anti-Masonic currents
contributed to the theology, structure, culture, tradition, history, literature, and ritual of the religion he
founded.
The Joseph Smith Papers 2013
Americanist Approaches to The Book of Mormon Elizabeth Fenton 2019-07-18 As the sacred text of a
modern religious movement of global reach, The Book of Mormon has undeniable historical signiﬁcance. That
signiﬁcance, this volume shows, is inextricable from the intricacy of its literary form and the audacity of its
historical vision. This landmark collection brings together a diverse range of scholars in American literary
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studies and related ﬁelds to deﬁnitively establish The Book of Mormon as an indispensable object of
Americanist inquiry not least because it is, among other things, a form of Americanist inquiry in its own right-a creative, critical reading of "America." Drawing on formalist criticism, literary and cultural theory, book
history, religious studies, and even anthropological ﬁeld work, Americanist Approaches to The Book of
Mormon captures as never before the full dimensions and resonances of this "American Bible."
Foundational Texts of Mormonism Mark Ashurst-McGee 2018-02-16 Joseph Smith, founding prophet and
martyr of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, personally wrote, dictated, or commissioned
thousands of documents. Among these are several highly signiﬁcant sources that scholars have used over
and over again in their attempts to reconstruct the founding era of Mormonism, usually by focusing solely on
content, without a deep appreciation for how and why a document was produced. This book oﬀers case
studies of the sources most often used by historians of the early Mormon experience. Each chapter takes a
particular document as its primary subject, considering the production of a document as an historical event
in itself, with its own background, purpose, circumstances, and consequences. The documents are examined
not merely as sources of information but as artifacts that reﬂect aspects of the general culture and particular
circumstances in which they were created. This book will help historians working in the founding era of
Mormonism gain a more solid grounding in the period's documentary record by supplying important
information on major primary sources.
Understanding Covenants and Communities Mark Diamond 2020-08-01 A joint publication between
CCAR Press and Brigham Young University. Interfaith dialogues of understanding are valuable both for
challenging individuals to articulate their beliefs and practices in a careful way and for deepening
connections between people of diﬀerent faiths. The Jewish and Latter-day Saint communities have at times
been at odds, yet they share a number of signiﬁcant historical and communal bonds. Understanding
Covenants and Communities comes out of the Jewish--Latter-day Saint Academic Dialogue Project, a
groundbreaking interfaith encounter between these two religious communities. The fruit of ﬁve conferences
held semiannually since 2016, the volume addresses such themes as theological foundations, sacred
scriptures, lived experience and worship, and culture and politics. Readers will emerge with a deeper
understanding of the Jewish and Latter-day Saint traditions and how the two faith communities can engage in
a meaningful dialogue.
The Joseph Smith Papers 2013
A Voice in the Wilderness Reid Neilson 2018-06-01 In April 1888, Andrew Jenson, Danish immigrant and
convert to the Mormon faith, received an unexpected invitation from church leaders to speak at their general
conference. Jenson was an outsider to this conference tradition, a layman whose only standing before the
main body of Latter-day Saints came from a contracted position with the Church Historian's Oﬃce. Forty-two
years later, in April 1930, Jenson oﬀered his twenty-eighth and ﬁnal general conference sermon. He had
become the voice of institutional record keeping in his over forty-year career as an Assistant Church
Historian. His sermons demonstrated the growth and expansion of the Mormon general conference tradition
in the twentieth century, as they placed the Latter-day Saint story front and center for church members to
learn from and celebrate. In addition, Jenson urged conference goers to keep better personal and
institutional records and believed he was often the solitary advocate for church record keeping and historical
preservation. A Voice in the Wilderness presents all twenty-eight of Andrew Jenson's general conference
sermons, with introductions and annotations that set them within their historical and religious contexts. His
speeches capture a unique period in Mormon history, one of institutional change, accommodation, and
growth. This study of Jenson's sermons uncovers the richness and diversity that thrives just beneath the
surface of oﬃcial ecclesiastical discourse.
A Documentary History of the Book of Mormon 2019-01-09 The story of the creation of the Book of Mormon
has been told many times, and often ridiculed. A Documentary History of the Book of Mormon presents and
examines the primary sources surrounding the origin of the foundational text of the Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-day Saints, the most successful new religion of modern times. The scores of documents transcribed
and annotated in this book include family histories, journal entries, letters, aﬃdavits, reminiscences,
interviews, newspaper articles, and book extracts, as well as revelations dictated in the name of God. From
these texts emerges the captivating story of what happened (and what was believed or rumored to have
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study course. In each case, Taves argues, the sense of a guiding presence emerged through a complex,
creative interaction between a founding ﬁgure with unusual mental abilities and an initial set of collaborators
who were drawn into the process by diverse motives of their own. A major work of scholarship, this
compelling and accessible book traces the very human processes behind such events.
The Routledge Handbook of Mormonism and Gender Taylor G. Petrey 2020-05-13 The Routledge
Handbook of Mormonism and Gender is an outstanding reference source to this controversial subject area.
Since its founding in 1830, the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints has engaged gender in surprising
ways. LDS practice of polygamy in the nineteenth century both fueled rhetoric of patriarchal rule as well as
gave polygamous wives greater autonomy than their monogamous peers. The tensions over women’s
autonomy continued after polygamy was abandoned and deﬁned much of the twentieth century. In the
1970s, 1990s, and 2010s, Mormon feminists came into direct confrontation with the male Mormon hierarchy.
These public clashes produced some reforms, but fell short of accomplishing full equality. LGBT Mormons
have a similar history. These movements are part of the larger story of how Mormonism has managed
changing gender norms in a global context. Comprising over forty chapters by a team of international
contributors the Handbook is divided into four parts: • Methodological issues • Historical approaches • Social
scientiﬁc approaches • Theological approaches. These sections examine central issues, debates, and
problems, including: agency, feminism, sexuality and sexual ethics, masculinity, queer studies, plural
marriage, homosexuality, race, scripture, gender and the priesthood, the family, sexual violence, and
identity. The Routledge Handbook of Mormonism and Gender is essential reading for students and
researchers in religious studies, gender studies, and women’s studies. The Handbook will also be very useful
for those in related ﬁelds, such as cultural studies, politics, anthropology, and sociology.
Temple Reﬂections Alonzo L. Gaskill 2016-08-09 Understanding the temple is a lifetime pursuit. To help you
on this journey, bestselling author Alonzo L. Gaskill has compiled this collection of temple insights. With
inspired thoughts on - The role of women in temple ceremonies - The holy garment, ancient and modern The veil and ﬁnding hope in images of Judgment Day - The meaning of becoming God’s covenant people This
enlightening book will help you see the temple in a new light and open your heart and mind to its divine
messages.

happened) between September 1823-when the seventeen-year-old farm boy Joseph Smith announced that
an angel of God had directed him to an ancient book inscribed on gold plates-and March 1830, when the
Book of Mormon was ﬁrst published. By compiling for the ﬁrst time a substantial collection of both ﬁrst- and
secondhand accounts relevant to the inception of the divine revelation-or clever fraud-that launched a new
world religion, A Documentary History makes a signiﬁcant contribution to the rapidly growing ﬁeld of Mormon
Studies.
Protestant Communalism in the Trans-Atlantic World, 1650–1850 Philip Lockley 2016-04-29 This book
explores the trans-Atlantic history of Protestant traditions of communalism – communities of shared property.
The sixteenth-century Reformation may have destroyed monasticism in northern Europe, but Protestant
Christianity has not always denied common property. Between 1650 and 1850, a range of Protestant groups
adopted communal goods, frequently after crossing the Atlantic to North America: the Ephrata community,
the Shakers, the Harmony Society, the Community of True Inspiration, and others. Early Mormonism also
developed with a communal dimension, challenging its surrounding Protestant culture of individualism and
the free market. In a series of focussed and survey studies, this book recovers the trans-Atlantic networks
and narratives, ideas and inﬂuences, which shaped Protestant communalism across two centuries of early
modernity.
Revelatory Events Ann Taves 2016-11-08 Unseen presences. Apparitions. Hearing voices. Although some
people would ﬁnd such experiences to be distressing and seek clinical help, others perceive them as
transformative. Occasionally, these unusual phenomena give rise to new spiritual paths or religious
movements. Revelatory Events provides fresh insights into what is perhaps the bedrock of all religious
belief—the claim that otherworldly powers are active in human aﬀairs. Ann Taves looks at Mormonism,
Alcoholics Anonymous, and A Course in Miracles—three cases in which insiders claimed that a spiritual
presence guided the emergence of a new spiritual path. In the 1820s, Joseph Smith, Jr., reportedly translated
the Book of Mormon from ancient gold plates unearthed with the help of an angel. Bill Wilson cofounded AA
after having an ecstatic experience while hospitalized for alcoholism in 1934. Helen Schucman scribed the
words of an inner voice that she attributed to Jesus, which formed the basis of her 1976 best-selling self-
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